
Analysis and Interpretation of Ethnographic Research Material   
 

M. Kontopodis (on the basis of EMERSON, R. M., FRETZ, R. I. & SHAW, L. L. 2003. Writing 
Ethnographic Fieldnotes, Chicago, University of Chicago Press) 

 
1) separate: meanings I assigned to a behavior/ belief – meanings the research participants 

assigned  
2) relocate the original research question – review of initial plans/ proposals  

3) organize the material(s) in chronological order and mapping: what material do I have + notes: 
the most important/ striking aspects  

4) search for (ir-)regularities/ patterns  
5) written summary of what has been found so far (p. 237, ethnography in educational research) 

=> fitting pieces together, relations, emergence of a coherent whole  (frame thoughts before 
breaking the material into units) 

6) unitize the data (smallest unit of information)  
7) Coding the units by situational factors (i): spatial, temporal, physical dimensions: who what, 

when, where…)  
8) Open Coding (ii): functional, compositional, philosophical, semantic, grammatical, social 

dimensions => emergence of concepts, themes  
9) Categories building and sorting of subsequent items into them (grouping the units - which 

things are like each other, which go together and which not?, p. 242) - spatial, temporal, 
physical, functional, compositional, philosophical, semantic, grammatical, social dimensions  

Methods: analytic induction, comparison of the different research materials, enumeration, 
typology, taxonomic analysis (p.245), functional analysis (temporal order, purposes, courses 
of action…p. 246)  

10) theorizing: discovering/ manipulating abstract categories and the relations (also personal 
relations) between constructs, individuals, incidents, events, artifacts, make (many and 
different) “web maps”: comparing, contrasting, aggregating, ordering, scoring (how much/ 
many) establishing linkages and speculating 

11) theoretical consolidation, application or synthesis   

12) check material against the data:  negative/ discrepant- case selection (why is it different, how 
is difference treated…)  

13) feedback from the field 
 

We have three different ways to “order” ethnographic material:  
a. what happens in a place i.e. at the present  

b. follow the action that happens in different places but is interrelated (chain of situations) 
b. follow an actor 


